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About This Game

Neon8 is a fast-paced First Person Shooter where you run, jump, fly, and shoot your way through levels of increasingly-difficult
enemies.

Neon8 is like being sucked inside an 80s arcade game and granted super powers.

Neon8 allows you to compete against your own and others' high scores to reach the top of the worldwide leaderboard.

Neon8 procedurally assembles each level ensuring you will never play the same layout twice.

The in/Zexts have invaded the metaverse and the peaceful Mother is powerless to oppose them. Brave warrior it is up to you to
rescue her children before they are devoured. The question is, can you?
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Don't forget to visit the webcomic (yes, there is a comic!) that the game is based on.
Website: http:\/\/gonechoo.tumblr.com

A good starting place to archive binge: http:\/\/gonechoo.tumblr.com\/post\/84794168577\/premiere-strip. wakka wakka
. A very realistic life simulator. Fun and educational.. Yet another copy/paste of the first game in the series, this last game adds
some much-needed boss fights and makes improvements to the mediocre story. It's not bad, but if you've played the first Alien
Breed, you've played them all.. I'm not a big fan of bullet hell or space themed games, usually I'm after some RPG or sandbox
strategy, however I like this game as a change from my usual type of games.
It's moderately complex, have trading (a bit simplified, but it gives you the ability to develop and to progress), not linear (you
can fly around to earn resourses or continue with quest line routes), nice music, and it have native Linux port.

overall it's good impression, I would recommend this game on sale

I already completed the game and earned all achievements. Here's couple of suggestions to get enjoyable experience:
- when you start don't fly to York on your 2d or 3d flight. You will have hard times to depart from that station as all routes from
there is 3-4 difficulty.
- after your 1st route you'll earn resources and coins - use resource market and equipment shop to purchase some cheap shield,
decoy (this thing will attract enemies and their bullets)
- make couple of flights on 1-2 difficulty to earn enough to withstand damage and continue with the quest line, upgrade every
time you can afford, buy extra decoys in case you'll fail mission and will have to redo it
- controls AWSD to move, spacebar to dive from bullet or ship, LMB to shot (keep pressed to always shoot), RMB fires torpedo
you have in secondary weapon slot (not much use but can help if you're getting killed and need to kill). Loved this game!!!
Really creepy & cool puzzles to figure out!! I had to use a guide for a few of them since the graphics look so good that some
items or contraptions blend in very well.

My lets Play channel! : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpF5tJ8LbrzEFC2weMzse6A

Thanks for the game!!!. Este juego promete mucho... pero llega a ser tedioso jugar en publicas porque uno consume mucho
tiempo e igual me parece un error dejar que uno pueda manejar a 4 inmortales.
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 good little game for when i am to drunk for arma. Excellent game. There was a lot more back-and-forth travel than the first two
games, but I never transport using the map, so this may only interest people who don't use the map for quick transport. I LOVE
the ratio of puzzles to hidden object scenes. I like hidden object puzzles, but not every other scene, like in Stolen Runes Portal
of Evil. The plot was not predictabe or boring, and the puzzles were challenging but doable. The graphics are incredible, as they
have been in the last two games, and there are no missing sound bits nor misspelled subtitles/captions. I also really enjoy the
change of scenery; I know this may sound obvious but some games have the entire map open to you from the beginning of the
game, but in this trilogy, you have to discover each place, which I prefer. Overall a great game, you should definitely get it if
you're a fan of the series (and if you're not!).. This game was short but fun. I play it several times, trying out different starter
countries and agents. Love the visuals and game mechanics. Since this is an early access game, I am not surprised there are still
some bugs need fixing. And I think more agents and science projects would be more interesting, But overall, great game!. I
waited some 20 minutes for the game to "check last version" without any other information whatsoever.
I cannot even say if the game is good or bad, there is no indication it's even properly running.

Don't bother.. I really enjoyed this game. I've been a big fan of the Craft Sequence series of novels by Max Gladstone. This
game tied in very well to Last First Snow and Two Serpents Rise. Having read those novels enriches this game, and this game
also enriches those novels. That's a great way to use the genre. In fact, I think it ties in much better to the novels than the first
game did. But the first game had a better stand alone plot.

The decisions in this game really make you weigh your choices. There are often no 'right' choices. Do you save the farmers land
and let the citizen of the near by city die of thirst? Or do you save the water and let the farmers fend for themselves?

I hope Max makes more games, and I hope he keeps tying them more closely to the books.

If you enjoy the books, I highly recommend this game. If you enjoyed the first game, but haven't read the books, it may not be
the sequel you were hoping for. But if you enjoyed the first game, READ THE BOOKS! They are amazing.. I wish there were
more games with half this charisma.
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